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engineers joined forces they wrote a brief but glorious chapter

in the early history of American conquest of the air.

One day a brief announcement appeared:

For the purpose of encouraging aircraft development, the

Ford interests are erecting near the Dearborn laboratory a

modern factory building and hangar which will be devoted to

research work in aviation. A landing field nearly three-quarters

of a mile square is being leveled, and drainage tile laid.

Operations began when the Maide?i Dearborn 1, an all-metal

plane powered with a Ford-built Liberty motor and bearing the

familiar Ford script painted on the sides of the fuselage, rose

gracefully in the air from the airport on its first round trip to

Chicago. Bags of company mail made up its load.

Satisfied with the preliminary results, the company decided to

acquire the stock and assets of the Stout Metal Aircraft Corpora-

tion, and to go forward with the development of a trimotored

all-metal airplane, together with a small "flivver" plane for gen-

eral use. An airplane division of the Ford Motor Company was

organized, with Stout at its head.

During the first year not a single accident occurred to pilots

or passengers, although more than 200,000 miles were flown and

more than 1,000,000 pounds of freight carried. Progressive manu-

facturing methods were introduced; at one end of the new fac-

tory, the plant's construction started with sheet duralumin and

rough stock; at the other, the finished plane emerged ready for

its initial flight.
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Probably the most important contribution made by the com-

pany, aside from its stressing of safety, was in the perfection of

the radio beam, later to be given to the industry by Ford and to

form the basis of modern aviation.

The Army Air Service had been working on a radio beacon
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for sending signals to airplanes in flight, but in its experiments

with spark equipment encountered serious difficulties. Mean-

while Ford engineers, working independently with a radio tube

system, successfully completed a device, and a Ford trimotor

plane was flown, directed entirely by means of the new radio bea-

con, to McCook Field, Dayton. Later that day it returned to

Dearborn, guided on this flight also by the newly developed

beam. A transmitter of the Ford planes had used their respective

beacons heretofore; this trial was the first in which any flight had

been made between separate fields at both of which beacons

were working in co-ordination.

Beacons were next installed at the Ford Airfield in Chicago,

and by the Bureau of Standards at College Park, Maryland, and

Bellefonte, Pennsylvania. Instruction in the use of the beam was

given by Ford men to commercial pilots and Army aviators.

Meantime Ford engineers perfected the marker beacon by which

a pilot, coming in^ojv the beam, was enabled accurately to locate

the field below him. A Ford test plane, flying in a midwinter

snowstorm, had received signals by which the radio engineer

conducting the test deduced that the plane was over the field.

Coming down for a landing, the pilot found himself leveling off

just over the choppy waters of Lake Erie. Instead of crossing the

field, the plane had crossed the beam at right angles. When safely

back on the course again the engineer hit on the idea of sending

an additional nondirectional signal of less intensity than that of

the beam, having a range of approximately a half-mile, from a

vertical straight-wire-type antenna, which would tell the pilot

definitely when he was over the landing field. This marker bea-

con consisted of three "dots" and could not be confused with the

beam signal.

U. S. Patent No. 1,937,876, applied for on May 2, 1928, and

granted to the Ford Motor Company, provided for "a radio bea-

con . . . especially adapted for use in connection with the piloting

of airplanes or other aircraft . . . which will send out a signal in a
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predetermined direction so that a pilot may fly on that signal and

may be kept upon his course by following the signal." The pat-

ent also covered the station location indicator.

Today it is possible for a pilot to have two-way radio com-

munication with his beacon station. By means of a three-point

selector on the same wave length, he can listen to the beam only,

the beam and reports simultaneously, or radio reports only.

When the system was first perfected, it was necessary to have an

additional signal for manual transmission over the beacon wave

length to notify the pilot that the station sending the beacon sig-

nals desired to communicate with him on a predetermined wave

length other than that of the beacon. Upon receipt of this signal

the pilot turned a switch in his receiving set, which tuned out the

beacon and tuned in the communication signals—generally given

in code. The trouble with the code messages was that few pilots

were experienced enough to receive them. Subsequent develop-

ment of the beacon has provided for microphone transmission of

these messages.

The simplicity of the Ford-developed instruments permitted

the starting, stopping and altering of radio beacon signals as well

as the transmission of messages to pilots, without the sender's ap-

proaching the instrument station. This permitted the installation

of radio beacons along a flying course with all controls at the

terminals. The beacon of the Ford airlines in Dearborn, for in-

stance, was located at the southeast corner of the airport half a

mile from the airport headquarters, from which point it was

controlled.

The Bureau of Standards experimented with several aids in-

cluding two-way telephony between the air and the ground, and

simplification of beacon signals to the point of merely watching a

light on the instrument board of the plane. All commercial air

liners now have two-way radio sets, but beacon signals are still re-

ceived audibly, for this was found to be superior to the proposed

light system. Improvements of the beacon have kept pace with

other developments, although the present "radio range" is merely
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a refinement of the system originally designed by the Ford

engineers.

Mr. Ford was once quoted as saying, "Aviation is bigger in

possibilities than anything else in the world. Too big to be a one-

man patent concern, too big to be any one man's contribution to

science. We take patents on our own developments or discov-

eries only to prevent others from freezing us out when they may
chance to make the same discoveries. Many of our patents have

been picked up and used by others. When a thing is useful it is

bound to come into use. Patents cannot stop it."

Although Ford still controls the patent, no royalty has ever

been demanded from the companies that manufacture the beacon.
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Swinging idly at their chains in various moorings throughout

the country in 1925 were hundreds of war-built ships, con-

structed of high quality steel. They had been built on a vast

scale for wartime needs; their deterioration in peacetime was

inevitably rapid.

Bids had been invited from different companies by the Ship-

ping Board on 200 of the ships (later reduced to 199) and as Mr.

Ford's was highest, he was given a contract of sale. Among other

things, he agreed to dismantle the ships so that they could never

be used in navigation. The purchase price was $1,697,470.

The immensity of the proposition might well have staggered

veteran shipbuilders. Where individual ships had been torn down

before, now an entire fleet was to be dismantled. New machin-

ery had to be specially devised; a complete program had to be

planned which, once started, would go through without a hitch.

So thoroughly was the job accomplished that at its conclusion

the fabled Chicago packers, who used all of the hog but the

squeal, had been outdone. Ford salvaged all of the ships, even the

whistles.

At the time of the purchase the ships were located at scattered


